
The purpose of the hearings
how the processes of technology

INTRODUCTION

.
was to develop a better understanding of
assessment have affected decisionmaking

in the public and private sectors. An information base is expected to be
developed on the experience gained and the lessons learned in the practice
of such assessments, This should make the work of the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA) more effective and also be of value to the public, indus-
try, and Government. As the Honorable Olin E. Teague, Chairman of the
Technology Assessment Board, stated: “The practical application of tech-
nology assessment is still in its formative stage with many unknowns. It is
anticipated that these hearings will focus on the as yet unsolved problems,
and provide the light of knowledge necessary to speed their solution. ” (See
Opening Statement, Hearings Record p. 2.)
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MAJOR FINDINGS

In the course of these hearings a wide variety of issues were raised and
discussed. The witnesses almost universally acknowledged that technology
is a critical factor in our society, but that now its long-term primary effects,
both planned and unforeseen, have become of increasing concern to the
public. Six major findings about technology assessment emerged from an
analysis of the hearings. These are listed below, and elaborated in the report
that follows.

SIX MAJOR FINDINGS ABOUT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
THAT EMERGED FROM THE HEARINGS

1. Evolution 3. Alert ing

Technology assessment (TA) is an evolving
policy study strategy that is being widely
adopted in Government and private-sector
organizations. It is viewed by the private
sector as a potentially important tool for bet-
ter understanding the future business en-
vironment and thereby improving corporate
decisionmaking. The executive and legisla-
tive branches regard TA as a valuable tool
for understanding the public choices before 40

them, as well as for providing information
essential for implementing these choices.
TA will gain in importance with wider use.

2. Adaptability

The study strategy of any particular TA
should be tailormade to fit the resources,
timing, and needs of decision makers. A
great premium is set on study strategies that
are adaptable and flexible, yet stable, rather 

In addition to elucidating options and alter-
natives, TA can provide early warning of
consequences normally unanticipated in
traditional planning. Witnesses from both
the public and private sectors saw this to be
of distinctive value for policy makers. As TA
is increasingly used, this value will become
more apparent.

Planning

Management in both Government and in-
dustry is finding an increasing need to com-
prehend the intermediate and long-term
effects of technology. There is a growing
awareness in both sectors of TA’s value for
improving the policy planning process, for
broadening the information base for deci-
sionmaking, and as a constituent of long-
range planning.

 U t i l i z a t i o n
than routine or formalized. The TA process
has been shown to be adaptable to a wide Techno logy  as sessmen t  i s  be ing  in -
range of circumstances and needs. creasingly employed in both the public and
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private sectors, A few major corporations
are using TA as a part of the planning proc-
ess and as an input for forming policy. In
the Federal Government, TA is being used
for some types of decisionmaking without
being institutionalized. However, as with
many studies, its results are not always fully
utilized.

6. Communicat ion
Communication among the assessment team
members; with potential users, sponsors,

and decision makers; and with affected par-
ties in the public sector, is essential for pro-
ducing an effective TA as well as for its
utilization in decisionmaking. The TA proc-
ess brings together people with a wide
range of views, thus necessitating the crea-
tion of a high-degree of communication.
Decisionmaking and communication among
the interest groups involved should be im-
proved by the TA process as well as by its
product.
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SUBSIDIARY FINDINGS

Witnesses’ testimony also confirmed the value of OTA’s experience over the
past 3 years. The following reflect key points observed by OTA that emerged from

a.

b.

c,

d,

e.

f.

g.

h.

the hearings, offered here in summary :

It is crucial that the technology being
assessed should be understood fully and
completely,

Achieving completeness and balance in
a TA requires a diversity of inputs.

The use of a team of assessors, cutting
across many disciplines, is essential for
carrying out large and complex TAs.

Outside review is necessary to produce
a credible study of high quality.

A successful TA may determine the
need for more detailed policy studies,
and may provide the structure for possi-
ble follow on research. TA is a process
that is likely to be repeated at more
sophisticated levels as new knowledge
develops and a technology evolves.

Although flexible, a TA possesses cer-
tain structural elements. It describes the
technology; defines the issue and its cur-
rent status; sets forth the issue’s ostensi-
ble future course; identifies policy ac-
t ions ;  sugges t s  a l t e rna t ive  po l i cy
scenarios; and assesses the complete
spectrum of potential impacts.

A TA can reveal surprises because its
results are not necessarily predictable.

Although TA has new and unique
features and purposes, it is continuous
with other long-range planning and
policy development techniques: in in-
dustry, with marketing forecasting and

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

feasibility studies; in executive agen-
cies, with their normal planning prac-
tices; and in Congress, with its hearing
and oversight functions,

The goals of balance, comprehensive-
ness, timeliness, and credibility are as
important to private industries as they
are to the public sector.

Technology assessment is more of an
art, than a formalized scientific dis-
cipline. Thus its success depends largely
on sufficient time and resources as well
as talent, skill, and experience.

The delivery of useful results expressed
in cogent and precise language is a ma-
jor goal of TA. The mechanism for
delivery should be planned and assured
at an early stage in the assessment pro-
cedure.

Many traditional disciplinary and in-
stitutional boundaries are bridged by
TA. This is evidenced in the corporate
sector by interaction among various
managerial groups; and in the legislative
branch by the stimulation of improved
communication and interactions among
its agencies.

In the corporate sector, there was a
desire for TA findings to be followed by
conclusions and recommendations,
rather than the range of policy options
and alternatives considered to be one of
the major benefits of a TA.
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n.  The TA process is  open to public achieved, In the executive and legisla-
scrutiny in the Government. In the cor- tive branches, there often is direct par-
poratc sector however, proprietary con- ticipation via the hearing process to
siderations may restrict the release of which a wide range of part ics-at-interest
information, contribute. In the private sector, this

o. There is a difference among the various
sectors in the way public participation is

type of public involvement is less fre-
quent.
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Section 1

EVOLUTION

Technology assessment (TA) is an evolving policy study strategy that is being
widely adopted in Government and Private. sector organizations. It is viewed by the
private sector as a potentially important tool for better understanding the future
business environment and thereby improving corporate decisionmaking. The ex-
ecutive and legislative branches regard TA as a valuable tool for understanding the
public choices before them, as well as for providing information essential for im-
plementing these choices, TA will gain in importance with wider use.

Technology Assessment: A Concept in
Evolution

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Director of the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF), observed
that, “ . . . we are undergoing some fundamen-
tal transformations in our outlook and activity
in science and technology. These changes are
being manifested in studies with more holistic
analyses, taking a more comprehensive look at
nature; with new understanding of interna-
tional interdependence; and with a growing
emphasis on bringing the future into sharper
focus.” (See Hearings Record p. 10.)1 An ex-
ecutive branch witness, Dr. William L, Fisher,
Assistant Secretary for Energy and Minerals,
U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), said
that, “ ., , formalized TA, as we understand it
today, is of relatively recent origin. * * * As an
analytical art it is still evolving, and subject to
much more study and refinement. ’’R. R. p. 23.

It has become apparent in the course of
TA’s evolution that the depth, scope, invest-
ment, and time involved in a TA is related to

 1Hearings Record will be abbreviated in subsequent
references as H.R. p. -.

its purpose, its institutional auspices, and the
management level of responsibility in the
decisionmaking process for which it was un-
dertaken. Thus, in order to respond to new
needs and demands there has been an evolu-
tion of study strategies in the business en-
vironment, This has created a requirement for
a sophisticated tool like TA, Mr. Jack B.
Moore, Vice President, Advanced Engineer-
ing, speaking about TA’s evolving role within
his organization, Southern California Edison,
substantiated this point when he said, “In to-
day’s world, any organization, be it govern-
mental or industrial, having large impacts on
society cannot continue without the ability to
perform sophisticated TAs. * * * In recent
years this [the use of TA] has become of
greater importance with the advent of new
technologies, environmental  impact  con-
siderations, and economic limitations, ” H.R.
pps. 175, 180. Mr. Moore also pointed out how
the evolution of the TA concept within his
company had affected the management struc- ,
ture.

Technology Assessment Concept

The complex social problems caused by
technology have created demands within
organizations for an innovative approach simi-
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lar in many respects to the TA concept. Dr. clarifying policy options associated with long-
Stever expressed the view shared by others range and complex social-technological issues.
that the increasing interest and activity in the The TA concept can also be used as a tactic
TA concept indicates a growing consensus that for dealing with immediate issues requiring
new strategies are needed to understand the an approach that distinguishes the policy
problems confronting us. H.R. p. 4. t r a d e - o f f s .  S u c h  a s s e s s m e n t s  p r o v i d e

An approach that applies the TA concept policy makers and planners with options and
identifies the impacting technologies and ex- alternatives on which to base their decisions.
poses the resulting issues. It is also able to ex- The step from the idea to the operational im-
amine the relevant organizational decision- plementation is the step from the TA concept
making structure; and is able as a policy tool, to its actual use. Many organizations are
to  iden t i fy  a l t e rna t ive  p rograms  to  be unaware that they actually apply the TA con-
assessed, and possible impacts of such alter- cept.
native actions and of external factors. All of
these are evaluated in terms of the identified
parties-at-interest, It then sets forth policy op-
tions for the decision makers. Need for Better Data

The potential primary impacts and side- The limitations of data—particularly with
effects of technology need to be identified respect to objectivity—often are so significant
when developing approaches for achieving an that they can mislead a policy analysis, which
organization’s goals. The TA concept can be may produce poor decisions. Two of TA’s ad-
utilized either as a strategy for anticipating vantages arc: first, that it uses available data in
problems associated with emerging tech- the best and most appropriate way for achiev-
nologies, or as an organizing concept for ing informed decisionmaking; and second,

Figure 1. Some Technology Assessments Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
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that it sharpens the awareness of data and
research needs.

The ready incorporation of the TA concept
in both sectors has been in part due to the
recognition that it is a means of developing ac-
curate and objective data. As expressed by Dr.
W. Dale Compton, Vice President—Research,
Engineering and Research Staff, Ford Motor
Company, *’The assessment process tends to
assume an existing technology and to explore
the ramifications of implementing it. This
assumes that the technology is reasonably
well-developed . One cannot establish the
technical facts by consensus votes. Hard data
on the particular technology must be available
and must be agreed upon by the experts if an
assessment is to be useful, This does not mean
that implications drawn from the data will be
universally accepted. In fact, the conclusions
may be controversial. After all, one often is
dealing with sociological forces, and the
ability to predict social events is at best im-
precise. Far too often, assessing the social im-
plications comes down to a matter of judgment
rather than to a prescribed means of making a
prediction. But the technical data must exist
and must be valid before any assessment
should be undertaken. ” H. Il. p. 117,

Importance of Technology in Technology
Assessment

Technology has major effects throughout
society that arc both positive and negative, A
fundamental purpose of TA is to inform deci-
sion makers about these effects. Therefore,
understanding the technology is paramount in
planning and carrying out a TA,

Opinions among witnesses differed con-
cerning how broadly or narrowly technology
should be defined, Dr. Don E. Kash, Director,
Science and Public Policy Program, University
of Oklahoma, indicated, “ . . , I think it is im-
portant to emphasize that while we now know
how to do technology we don’t understand it. ’
H.R. p. 201. To him technology meant hard-
ware. Others, like Dr. Compton and Dr. R.
Rhoads  S tephenson ,  Sys tems  Ana lys i s

Manager, Jet Propulsion Laboratory-Califor-
nia Institute of Technology (JPL-CalTech), also
felt that it was important to get the technology
right, but not to limit TA only to hardware.
H.R. pps. 117, 208.

Other perspectives were expressed by Mr.
Lawrence H. Day, Assistant Director—Busi-
ness Planning, Bell Canada, who thought that
the technology itself was not “the key”, service
was the important factor, H.R. p. 158; and Dr.
Sidney R. Galler, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs, Department of
Commerce (DOC), who considered regula-
tions as “soft” technologies and therefore
legitimate subjects for TA. This idea was ex-
tended further by Mr. Bruce A. Pasternack,
Associate Administrator  for  Policy and
Program Evaluation, Federal Energy Ad-
ministration (FEA), who claimed that the TA
concept is a tool whose value for the “soft” or
what others call social technologies such as
regulatory decisions, consumer patterns, and
broad changes in policy, equals that of its
value for the “hard” technologies. H.R. p. 81.

Opinions About What Technology
Assessment Is

Several closely related working definitions
of TA were given by different witnesses. The
preamble to the OTA enabling legislation, the
NSF program definition, and the working
definition developed in the George
Washington University state-of-the-art review
on TA were all cited.

Dr. Henry L. Duncombe, Jr., Vice President
and Chief Economist, General Motors Corp.
(GM), noted that, “OTA was created, accord-
ing to the preamble of the Technology Assess-
ment Act of 1972, to provide Congress with
unbiased information concerning the physical,
biological, economic, social, and political
effects of the actions Congress may take on
programs involving science or technology. ”
He added, “This is an awe-inspiring mandate
as we would view it from the perspective of a
single industry. It is truly breathtaking when
wc consider the diversity and dynamism of
the American economy. I would like to discuss
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TA as we view it  in GM with primary
emphasis on the economic, marketing, and
commercial considerations that of necessity
are important to any private enterprise, ” H.R.
p. 130. Mr. Moore said that Edison used
George Washington University’s (GW) operat-
ing definition of TA, which states that the proc-
ess is, “ . , , the systematic identification,
analysis, and evaluation of the real and poten-
tial impacts of technology on social, economic,
environmental, and political systems and
processes, ”2

Technology assessment was also described
as more of an art than a science or related dis-
cipline, although it draws on both of these, A
person with a scientific or engineering back-
ground tends to perceive TA as an extension
of one of these disciplines, and tries to formu-
late a methodological framework in order to
make the assessment process a more struc-

z This concept as defined and developed at GW in the
period of 1966-70 is stated more fully as:

“Technology assessment is the systematic iden-
tification, analysis, and evaluation of the full range
of social impacts, both beneficial and detrimental,
which may result from the introduction of a new
technology or changes in the application and
utilization of existing technology. In technology
assessment, great emphasis is placed on secondary
and higher-order impacts (that is, on unplanned
and on intentional consequences) which affect
social, cultural, institutional, political, economic,
and environmental systems and processes of
society. Technology assessment is intended to il-
luminate societal options and thereby provide a
neutral and objective input into public decision-
making.” Vary T. Coates, Technology and Public
Policy: The Process of Technology Assessment in
the Federal Government; Vol. I, p, ix, Final
Report, July 1972. The George Washington Univer-
sity.

By comparison, the OTA’s working definition
of TA based on its experience is as follows: There
is agreement that the concept of technology assess-
ment encompasses a thorough and balanced
analysis of all significant primary, secondary, in-
direct, and delayed consequences or impacts.
present and foreseen, on society, the environment,
or the economy that may occur when applications
of a technology are introduced, extended, o r
modified. Both the evolution of OTA’s assessment
techniques and its sense of overall mission require
continuous examination, evaluation, renewal, and
as appropriate, change in order to assure respon-
siveness to the needs and expectations of the Con-
gress.

tured and well-defined activity. This tendency
was particularly noted by Mr. Selwyn Enzer,
Associate Director, Cen te r  fo r  Fu tu res
Research,  Graduate School of  Business,
Universi ty of  Southern California,  who
emphasized that people with technical back-
grounds find that the notion of TA as an art is
a difficult one to accept, In his opinion, many
of the originators of TA recognized it would
never become a completely scientific activity.
This is because TA attempts to understand the
processes of societal change over both the
short and long terms, and can include “non-
scientific issues involving human values. ”
H.R. p. 219.

Common Elements of Technology
Assessment

One of the findings that emerged from the
testimony is that TA should be tailormade to
fit each study. This makes the need for a flexi-
ble approach mandatory, The witnesses recog-
nized however, that there are a number of
basic preliminary steps that have been found
to be common to those TAs already completed
and proven useful. Particular elements were
singled out for mention by different witnesses.
While opinions differed about which basic
steps were most essential, there was almost
unanimous agreement on the importance of
defining both the task and the technology.

Mr. Day pointed out that at Bell Canada they
used “the standard [TA] definitions from the
text books,” that “identify secondary impacts
resulting from the uses of technology. ” Nor-
mally, this is the philosophy that directs their
work. One inhouse study had used the “Mitre
Methodology,” characterized by Mr. Day as,

. , . an approach to TA that might, if anything
could, be considered classic. ” H.R. p. 157.

In his written statement, Mr. Enzer, after
describing the five tasks he considered essen-
tial for conducting a TA said, “It should also
be noted that some assessors emphasize cer-
tain tasks and minimize others, The issue over
which there is the greatest disagreement is the
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degree to which the assessment team should
seek to make value judgments and policy
recommendations. This is partly the result of
the unscientific nature of such evaluations and
partly to preserve the sense of objectivity with
which the assessment was conducted. ” H.R. p.
223.

Dr. Stephenson cited the lessons learned in
the JPL-CalTech TA on the need for a new
auto engine. In his operational tasks, he dis-
cussed what he thought were the primary pro-
cedures to be followed in doing a TA. He
added, “There are various aspects about the
way in which the study was conducted that
allowed us to grasp an extremely broad and
complex problem, and derive conclusions and
specific recommendations, which in the large,
have held up to scrutiny.” (See fig. 2.) Dr.
Stephenson also considered post-report
publication activities to be very important.
H,R. pps. 207, 209 ff.

There were also different opinions ex-
pressed about what a TA should include and

AUTO
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what  shou ld  be  emphas ized .  F rom the
description of the TA activities in the various
organizations represented at the Hearings, it
was clear that there was a wide disparity -in
the scope of the TAs being done. For example,
The Coca-Cola Company and JPL-CalTech
studies were broad in scope and took into con-
sideration the various elements of TA. They
did not however, attempt to incorporate the
views of the diverse publics, those who might
have some stake in the outcome. Dr. Compton
also indicated that at the Ford Motor Co. they
did not include parties-at-interest in their TAs.
H.R. p. 126.

A complete TA is a comprehensive attempt
to identify and describe a technology’s entire
range of side-effects as well as its policy op-
tions and alternatives. There are circum-
stances however, in which it is preferable to
examine a narrower and more limited range
of effects.  This type of study,  which is
regarded as a partial TA, is also considered to
be valuable. The use of such partial TAs indi-
cates the importance assigned both to asccr-
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taining secondary impacts in the decisionmak-
ing process, and to having a set of options or
alternatives from which to choose in arriving
at a decision. Partial TAs provide these ele-
ments even within their restricted range.

Environmental Impact Statement

While some witnesses regarded an environ-
mental impact statement (EIS) analysis as a
partial TA, others thought it an inadequate
basis for decision making because of its ex post
facto nature, its limited scope, and the absence
of decision options. The EIS process as
described under 102-C, P.L. 90-191 is a partial
TA, The utilization of the EIS however, raises
serious concerns that highlight its institutional
limitations. An EIS is carried out after most
basic decisions have been made, such as the
decision to select a particular fuel or particular
utility site. Because of the emphasis on pro-
cedure and the broad scope of data collection,
an EIS also tends to be insufficiently focused
on decision options, alternatives, and conse-
quences.

Dr. Fisher observed that EIS was con-
sidered by his agency to be the same as a TA,
except for a difference in scope and in the
emphasis given to certain components. He
added that at DOI they were cognizant of the
dist inct ion between these two types of
analysis, and the limitations of the EIS proc-
ess. H.R. pp. 27-28. Dr. Kash argued that an
EIS was much narrower in scope than a TA,
and not necessarily dependent on technology:
and Mr. Enzer claimed that an EIS is essen-
tially a subset of TA but does not get into,
“The difficult issues of psychological, social,
and emotional impacts, and the degree to
which society should intervene in these proc-
esses . . .“ H.R. p. 236.

Dr. Galler suggested that the EIS process
has made a major contribution, taking into
consideration the number being done, and the
way it has instilled a widespread conscious-
ness among planners and decision makers of
the need for planning ahead by anticipating
secondary  e f fec t s . H e  m a d e  t h e  p o i n t

however, that the EIS frequently fails to high-
light what - is in fact important. He was in
agreement with the viewpoints of Dr. Kash
and Mr. Enzer that an EIS was a form of TA
but more limited in scope.

Dr. Gallcr criticized the EIS process for two
main reasons: first, because as in a TA it
should have an economic dimension, and sec-
ond, because like a TA it should take place at
the beginning of the decisionmaking process
rather than at the end. At present when an EIS
is initiated a commitment has been made, and
in most cases large amounts of money have
already been allocated to it, If the EIS were
done before the commitment of major budge-
tary resources to a proposed project, options
and alternatives could be developed at each
stage, and parties-at-interest could make their
inputs at that time. As it is, the final written
product has little impact on the planning,
policy, and decisionmaking processes.
Therefore, hc recommended that the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) legislation
be reviewed. He also suggested that such a
review might have lessons for TA, and be ap-
plicable to other areas.

Bounding the Problem

A crucial step in formulating the options
and alternatives in a TA, is to define the scope
of the study. Several of the limitations in set-
ting the bounds of a TA have been recognized.
Dr. Stever observed, “As to the limits, I
believe we can look at several real-life ele-
ments, First, there is a client who provides a
need limit, How much information of what
nature does a client have a need for? Here, a
principal dimension concerns which of the
two major functions is of primary interest to
the client. There arc quite different needs
from a private enterprise perspective than
f rom a  long- range  Government  po l i cy
perspective. A second area would be the
nature of the technology or problem at hand.
This typically puts a time limit on the assess-
ment process in terms of forecasting, includ-
ing forecasting not only effects but also
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capabilities. Finally, them is a real-life con-
straint in resources or budget. How much
effort can be allocated to dealing with the
broad, long-range consequences?" H.R. p. 17.

Other witnesses saw the bounding problem
from somewhat different perspectives, Mr.
Moore cited time as a critical factor because
technologies change over time, and because a
point is reached in any major project, “. . .
when a final decision is neccssary. ” H.R. p.
174.  D r .  C o m p t o n suggested ,  . . . the
availability of reliable data that can be used in
the evaluation of the issue under considera-
t ion, ” as essentially the only 1imit imposed on
the TA concept, H.R. p. 128. Mr. Harry E.
Teasley, Jr., Vice President, Corporate Busi-
ness Development, The Coca-Cola Company,
added another bounding condition when he
stated that TAs, “. . , will vary directly with the
quality of the assumptions and the complete-
ness of the model. ” H.R. p. 114. While Mr.
Moore felt that, “Since TA depends, in part, on
predictions of future actions by society; it is
limited by the nature of the assumptions used
for the future of the Nation and international
relationships. H.R. p. 182. Mr. Enzer’s con-
cern was with the cent’rovcrsial issue of, “. . .
the degree to which the assessment team
would seek to make value judgments and
policy recommendations.’” H.R. p. 223, Other
limitations cited by witnesses were funding
constraints and the state-of-the-art of TA itself.

It is difficult to limit and define a TA’s
boundaries because the potential of a new
technology is limitless. Since in any organiza-
t ion,  the f inancial ,  manpower,  and t ime
resources available for determining what is
significant to study are finite, the bounding
problem becomes what should be studied and
at what depth. The most critical requisite
however, is the use of good judgment while
carrying out the TA itself.

Implementing Technology Assessment

There arc various ways in
tions establish the process
While the executive branch

which organiza-
for doing TAs
witnesses indi-

cated that there were no formal structures for
conducting complete TAs in their organiza-
tions, they did convey that these were being
ca r r i ed  ou t  under  o the r  rubr i c s  wi th in
bureaus or specific programs.

At the DOI, according to Dr. Fisher, the staff
preparing EISs considers them to be a type of
TA, and incorporates the results of EISs in the
Department’s Program Decision Option DO Cu-

ment (PDOP), which presents options and
alternatives for decisionmaking. The DOC,
which has established the post of Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Affairs
to assist in complying with NEPA, prepares an
average of 12 EISs per year. However, it has
“reviewed many thousands over the last 5
years, ” and has “commented on about half the
number that have come in for review. ” Dr.
Galler, H.R. p. 75. The FEA carries out TA-
type activities, even though there is no formal
TA-structure either in the Office of Policy
Analysis or in other offices, because FEA in-
terprets the NEPA law as requiring an EIS on
the impacts of its regulations before they
become effective.

Private sector participants indicated that
even though they did not necessarily have a
formal structure for carrying out TAs, they
were concerned about secondary impacts. For
example, the Phillips Petroleum Company
has, “. , . the equivalent of 600 people involved
in environmental work. ” Mr. J.W. Davison,
H.R. pps. 45, 71. And the Monsanto Company,
which assesses projects with the potential for
sizable impacts in the corporation, has carried
out TAs on over 35 large and small business
projects in the past 6 years. Mr. Monte C.
Throdahl, H.R. p. 40. At The Coca-Cola Com-
pany, TAs are done as they arc needed. H.R. p.
114. This on the whole typifies the approach of
the corporations testifying.

Study Strategies and Techniques Utilized

Experience shows that there are no agreed
upon techniques for carrying out a TA. AS Mr.
Day expressed it, “. . . we have had our fingers
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burned and learned the fine details of how to
and how not to conduct TAs. We could sit and
debate the methodological issues for days on
end. If there is a viable TA technique around,
we have used it. One thing I can say is that
there is no technique today that has received
any sort of universal acceptance; they all have
wide holes in them. . . “ H.R. p. 159.

Mr. Enzer proposed creativity as a key to
getting useful results. “We have to have imag-
inative, creative interdisciplinary persons
working in these [TA] tasks ., .“ H. Il. p. 230.
Dr. Kash recommended rejecting,  . . any
proposed assessment that is characterized as
being primarily dependent on a formal
methodology . . . there is a very weak record of
useful  assessments coming from studies
organized around such techniques as input-

output analysis, Delphi simulation, and the
200 types of cost-risk-benefit analysis, ” H.R. p.
195. As for study strategies at Monsanto, J.
Kenneth Craver, Manager Futures Research
commented, “. . . we have had to explore a
variety of forecasting and analysis techniques.
It was during this time that we developed
cross-impact analysis as a tool that was par-
ticularly well-suited to our needs. ” H.R. p. 37.

Technology assessment requires s tudy
strategies that  comprehensively treat  al l
aspects of the problem being examined, The
goals of any study strategy are; factually accu-
rate information, unbiased analysis, and credi-
ble options and al ternat ives.  Experience
should develop a better understanding of what
the essential elements of a TA should be.
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Figure 3. Internal and External Review Processes Utilized by the Science and
Public Policy Program, University of Oklahoma
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Section 2

ADAPTABILITY

The study strategy of any particular TA should be tailormade to fit the
resources, timing, and needs of decision makers. A great premium is set on study
strategies that are adaptable and flexible, yet stable, rather than routine or for-
malized. The TA process has been shown to be adaptable to a wide range of
circumstances and needs.

Need for Flexibility

Technology assessment’s value as a flexible
study strategy was expressed by Mr. Moore.
He observed that even though TA is costly and
may be operationally difficult to employ, it is
important for doing business at Southern
California Edison because “. . it is not possi-
ble at the outset to account for all technological
advances that  wil l  occur during project
development, or to forecast those that will be
acceptablc several years in the future. * * *
The use of TA during the planning and con-
duct of the complete R&D program . . . has im-
proved the f lexibi l i ty  in  responding to
p r o b l e m s  t h a t  a r i s e .  W h e r e  t e c h n i c a l
feasibility, and economic and political systems
were considered previously, Edison now uses
TA to add consideration of social and environ-
mental concerns. ” H.R. pps. 174, 180. D r .
Stever also noted this point, ‘*Technology
assessments will be more credible and have
more impact if a wide spectrum of alternatives
is communicated to affected parties before
they become committed to specific courses of
act ion. ” f-1. R. p. 10. “These characteristics of
adaptability and flexibility have also proven of
interest to planners who claim that TA maps a
problem much better than other types of tech-
niques.

Technology Assessment in Relation to
Other Study Techniques

Because TA has much in common with
other forms of policy analysis, the use of TA-
type analyses is familiar to many decision
makers and planners; and many TA-related
studies are being carried out in the executive
and legislative branches as well as in industry.
Mr. Enzer in pointing this out said, “, ., many
government and industrial organizations find
themselves having been engaged in TA ac-
tivities before they had any awareness of TA.
The demand for better guidance of change in
our society is now so pervasive that in spite of
the methodological, institutional, and intellec-
tual difficulties, TA will continue to grow and
expand although it may do so under a variety
of different names. ” H.R. p. 227.

Dr. Stever observed that often organizations
do not recognize that they are in fact using TA
when carrying out studies that are clearly rep

lated to it, “It is interesting to note that even
though a number of agencies have not used
the term "technology assessment," efforts such
as environmental impact studies, national
assessments, future studies, planning studies,
social impact analysis, the development of
social indicators, etc. are going forward. These
demonstrate a  commitment and at t i tude
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toward the systematic and comprehensive ex- niques are found in market research and plan-
amination of the consequences of technologi- ning, econometric modeling, and statistical
cal change. ” H. R.. pps. 6-7. analysis. While there is a clear distinction be-

Mr. Day in discussing industry’s involve-
tween these forecasting techniques and a com-

ment in TA noted, “Many of the techniques
plete TA, familiarity in industry with the use

that are used for TA are those used in long- of these methodologies creates fertile ground

term planning in business. Other useful tech- for TA in business.” H.R. p. 335.
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Section 3

ALERTING

In addition to elucidating options and alternatives, TA can provide early warn-
ing of consequences normally unanticipated in traditional planning. Witnesses
from both the public and private sectors saw this to be of distinctive value for
policy makers. As TA is increasingly used, this value will become more apparent.

Technology Assessment Process Itself is
Important

Mr. Enzer felt that, “The critical need in
making TA work in our society is to develop
an assessment orientation. ” H.R. p. 229. M r
Day’s concern however, was that the business
planners at Bell Canada should undcrstand
both the strengths and weaknesses of TA, “A
significant part of this understanding is that it
is the process itself, not the particular study
that really counts. Important areas cannot be
given the effort they require in a single, nor-
mally short time-frame study that attempts to
answer the important questions associated
with the topic. ” H.R. p. 332.

Organizations are also recognizing that the
assessment process provides an early warning
of unanticipated consequences. when discuss-
ing the effect of the NEPA legislation Dr.
Galler said, “. . . the requirement to prepare
the EIS under NEPA, for the first time in our
Nation’s history institutionalized a process for
projecting and assessing the effects of tech-
nology-oriented decisions on the quality of the
total environment, ” H.R. p. 74.

Decision makers engaged in EIS-type
assessments have become aware that prior to
proposing a course of action, the scope of their
studies should be extended to include social
impacts. As a consequence, there has been an
increased acceptance of the broader TA proc-
ess itself.



PLANNING

Management in both Government and industry is finding an increasing need to
comprehend the intermediate and long-term effects of technology. There is a grow-
ing awareness in both sectors of TA’s value for improving the policy planning
process, for broadening the information base for decisionmaking, and as a constitu-
tent of long-range planning,

Dr. George E. Mueller, President and Chair-
man of the Board, System Development Cor-
poration, noted, “At SDC our TA program is
used to anticipate and plan for the impacts of
technology changes on our products and
operations. * * * In short, our TA program is

an essential ingredient of our long-range busi-
ness planning, investment policy, product
planning, and market development.” H.R. p.
183. And Mr. Moore said, “We must realize
and always be aware that TA studies do not
promise accurately to predict the future. Their
purpose is  to make us aware of  future
possibilities, This type of assessment generally
can fulfill the need by identifying the tech-
nological status and the requirements for im-
plementation. By doing so, it serves to bring
about change by the orderly development of
the new technology. ” H.R. p. 173.

In answering a query on the use of TA in
planning and decisionmaking in the Govern-
ment, Dr. Stever responded that there appears
to be, “. . . a general orientation to use TA in a
large number of Federal agencies;” but that,
" . . . the crux of the question is in effective use
of TA in our planning and decisionmaking. ”
He added that the Institute for Social Research
at the University of Michigan is currently con-
ducting an NSF-sponsored research project to
obtain information on the utilization of TA in
policymaking. H.R. p. 29.
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Awareness of Technology Assessment in
the Planning Process

There has been a growing awareness of the
importance of TA for planning in both govern-
mental agencies and private-sector organiza-
tions. Dr. Fisher noted that there were people
in the various agencies within DOI who are
capable of carrying out “the many kinds of
analyses that are required by a formal TA; ”
and that many elements of the concept have
been used for a number of years to aid the
Department “ in  pe r fo rming  i t s  p r imary
function.” H.R. p. 25. Commenting on the
prevalence of TA activities in the Government,
Dr. Galler said, “. , . it seems to me that the TA
process, whether you call it TA, EIS, or
systems analysis is going on all the time. ” H.R.
p. 96.

The private sector is similar to governmen-
tal agencies in its actual use of TA. To some
firms it is just a smart way to do business and
has been a way of life for years. Mr. Throdahl
noted, “We [Monsanto] were doing a form of
TA as a result of market needs * * * and scien-
tific curiosity even before this term had been
coined. ” H.R. pps. 32-33. According to Dr.
Duncombe, “General Motors has long been
concerned with at least some of the elements
included within this all-encompassing term.”
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H.R. p. 130. And Dr. Mueller said, “Tech-
nology assessment is a continuous process that
is quantified and documented annually as a
part of our 5-year planning cycle. ” H.R. p. 183.
A similar comment was made by Dr. Dean
Gillette, Executive Director, Systems Research
Division, Bell Laboratories, “. . . I feel that
much of what we do in evaluating systems op-
tions is consonant with its [TAs] basic con-
cepts. Some of our methods have been in use
for decades as part of our systems engineering
and human factors work. ” H.R. p. 146.

Inhouse Versus Contractor Approach to
Technology Assessment

The factors affecting an organization’s plan
to conduct a TA inhouse relate specifically to
such questions as available financial and staff
resources, confidentiality, and credibility. A
crit ical  factor is  whether the subject  is

proprietary, Several witnesses remarked that
decisions about how and where to do a TA are
difficult to make.

At NSF, in the Research Applied to National
Needs (RANN) program, there is  a TA
program office that contracts out its TA work.
At Phillips Petroleum and at TVA, the TA
process has been ongoing within these
organizations over periods of years. Similarly
at The Coca-Cola Company, the Corporate
Business Development Department can call on
corporate resources for any required assis-
tance.

A TA for a private organization can be ex-
tremely costly. If a firm does not have the in-
house capability to do a TA, a contractor is
hired. Mr. Day noted that a company has to
recognize when it takes this step, that the con-
sulting firm or university will spend a large
portion of its resources just for acquiring the
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data base to gain the necessary knowledge of
both the industry and the technology that is
being assessed, From a practical standpoint,
he suggested that the amount of work could be
reduced, while increasing the effectiveness,
through cooperative research or joint projects
with other industries and Government agen-
cies, in a favorable environment. H.R. p. 335.

Credibility

An organization may find that its best in-
terests are served by planning for an outside
contractor to conduct a TA. If the outside TA
supports the organization’s efforts, its cred-
ibility is enhanced. In the case of industry
however, this can create special problems. As
Dr. Kash pointed out, “At present, most of the
organizations that do TAs are heavily funded
by Federal agencies with promotional or
regulatory interests in the technologies, or
alternatively by industries with economic in-
terests. Regardless of the quality of the
research, it is open to serious challenge when
it comes from such organizations. ” H.R. p. 197.

The Ford Motor Co., which granted JPL-
CalTech $500,000 to do an independent TA “of
alternate power systems for motor vehicles, ”

exemplifies a company that turned to an out-
side contractor through a formal selection
process. This step was taken, according to Dr.
Stephenson of JPL-CalTech, because Ford “. . .
along with the rest of the auto industry was
encountering a long and continuing series of
adversary interactions with the Government,
primarily in congressional hearings and En-
vironmental Protection Agency emission con-
trol suspension hearings. * * * However the
credibility of the industry was very low
because, in part, they had a vested interest in
the outcome. ” H.R. p. 206.

Dr. Compton noted that Ford wanted an
outside contractor because of a feeling that
some key issues may have been overlooked
with respect to its internal assessments of
different power systems, Therefore they took
a step considered to be, “. . . unusual in the TA
business, We asked a highly competent out-
side group to work completely independently
of us to carry out an assessment essentially
parallel to our own in the evaluation of the po-
tential of future automotive powerplants. ” The
study has proved valuable as a “source of in-
formation for Government and private sector
policy guidance. ” H.R. pp. 119-120.
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Section 5

Technology assessment is being increasingly employed in both the public and
private sectors. A few major corporations are using TA as a part of the planning
process, and as an input for forming policy, In the Federal Government, TA is
being used for some types of decisionmaking without being institutionalized,
However, as with many studies, its results are not always fully utilized.

Utilization of Technology Assessment
Results

The options and alternatives developed as a
result of TA are used in policymaking by
organizations in Government, and can be an
essential ingredient in the operations of pri-
vate-sector organizations,

In response to a question about how TA fits
into the general policy formulation and deci-
sionrnaking processes in his Department
(DOC), Dr. Galler replied, “EISs and other
typcs of TA studies are part of the information
package that accompanies a project or deci-
sion memorandum for use by policy level
departmental personnel. They also influence
the drafting of recommendations and design of
projects.” H.R. p. 99.

Mr. Day noted that with respect to industry,
certain pressures may be the reason for the
use of TA. He suggested that there were three
categories in which the pressures for involve-
ment could be grouped: 1) defensive reactions,
2) positive pressures, and 3) corporate social
responsibility. In his opinion, events were
forcing industry into defensive reactions in
which TA served an important function. He
thought that industry was becoming more
aware that it was legally responsible for the
secondary consequences of its actions, and

therefore that TAs are being started before
there are more formal requirements. From a
more positive viewpoint, Mr. Day believed
that TA was perceived as being vital to corpo-
rate long-term planning, and that there is a
strong interest developing in industry in what
he termed, “corporate social responsibility. ”
He thought that this would be advanced pri-
marily in the Government-regulated indus-
tries, since they are not as caught up in the
Government versus business rhetoric that oc-
curs elsewhere. H.R. p. 336.

Effect of Technology Assessment on
Decisionmaking

There was general agreement that TA had a
significant effect on policymaking both in
Government and in the private sector. Mr.
John S. Barron, Assistant to the General
Manager, Tennessee Valley Authority said,
“Technology assessment is a vital member of a
group of tools that are available to Federal
agencies. * * * We consider it to be an essen-
tial major component of any decisionmaking
process in our organization, whenever the cir-
cumstances permit. ” H.R. p. 96. Dr. Compton
similarly stated “, , . we [the Ford Motor co. ]
regularly carry out TAs, and we believe that
the results provide a valuable input to our
decision processes. ” H.R. p. 116.
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Dr. Stever referred to a detailed case study
of the utilization experience of a TA on Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS) oil and gas opera-
tions. This TA was conducted for NSF by the
University of Oklahoma and, “. . . at the time
of its completion in September 1973, it was the
only comprehensive and disinterested study
of both OCS oil and gas extraction tech-
nologies, and of Government regulatory and
management policy relating to those opera-
tions.” 3

This TA was used by various executive
branch agencies. 4 It was given to Congress,
and served as a background document for con-
gressional hearings. 5 It has also been found
useful by numerous environmental groups as
well as by industry; and employed extensively
at conferences and symposia; and used as a
textbook.

Management considers TA to be important
because it provides the decisionmaking proc-
ess with a spectrum of options and alterna-
tives. Knowing the trade-offs, they are then
better able to decide the most suitable courses
of action for their particular interests. Dr.
Compton said, “I think the important distinc-
tion is that TA establishes what the options
are; that is, what the cost of those options will
be.” H.R. p. 126. This view was supported by
Dr. Stever. He also said. “While there is a

~ Miedema,  A., “RANN Utilization Experience: Outer
C o n t i n e n t a l  S h e l f  O i l  a n d  G a s ,  U n i v e r s i t y  o f
Oklahoma,” (Research Triangle Park, N. C.: Research
Triangle Institute).

4 Ibid., The executive branch agencies utilizing the
TA include the following: Bureau of Land Management,
U.S. Geological Survey, Council on Environmental
Quality, Environmental Protection Agency, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Coast
Guard, Office of Pipeline Safety (Department of
Transportation), and Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (Department of Labor), pps. IZ-10  to
12-16.

s Ibid., Those legislative branch agencies and commit-
tees utilizing the TA include the following: in the Senate,
it was used by the National Ocean Policy Study, Com-
mittees on Commerce, Interior and Insular Affairs, and
Foreign Relations. In the House of Representatives, it
was utilized by Committees on Judiciary, Interior, and
Insular Affairs, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and
Science and Technology. Other congressional users in-
clude the Congressional Research Service, Library of
Congress and the Office of Technology Assessment, pps.
12-17 k) 12-21.

general agreement that assessments are con-
ducted to inform a variety of decisionmaking
elements in our society, I believe that we
should carefully distinguish that TA per se
does not make either policy or decisions. It
provides information for these activities. ” H.R.
p. 7.

Another value of TA to the corporate sector
is that it develops new study strategies, objec-
tives, and goals. This enables decision makers
to reflect their changing business environ-
ment, The corporate witnesses agreed that the
current and immediate future business en-
vironment, economic and material concerns,
modifications in retailing and life-style, are all
influencing corporate planning.

Technology assessment is also useful in
helping to develop policy strategies for dealing
with externalities, i.e., those technology im-
pacts that are normally outside the considera-
tions of the chain of buyers and sellers. In dis-
cussing a decision by Monsanto to recover ad-
ditional elemental chlorine for reuse in its
own systems, Mr. Throdahl remarked, “This
is the sort of responsible corporate decision
that many in industry are making today. We
believe that it is in harmony with the new cli-
mate that exists. In many companies, includ-
ing Monsanto, this sense of corporate respon-
sibility is formalized through policies that are
approved at the highest levels of the corpora-
tion, and procedures to carry out those policies
are developed at the working levels of the
firm.” He further commented, “Policy deci-
sions have to be made in which the demands
of the ecology, consumer protection, and
energy problems must be balanced against
each other, Technology assessment provides
the thought process through which these
difficult value judgments can be made. ” H.R.
p. 35.

Perceived Role of the
Office of Technology Assessment

The formation of OTA has had the effect of
stimulating interest and activities in TA. Mr.
Throdahl said, “The Office of Technology
Assessment has played a definite role in help-
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ing us make these decisions (to protect the en-
vironment) by bringing the subject to the at-
t en t ion  o f  the  Congress  and  the  S t a t e
legislatures, and by alerting the thinking
public to the complexity of the situation. He
also said, “We look to the OTA to spearhead
and  l ead  in  the  deve lopment  o f  be t t e r
methodologies. ” H.R. pps. 35, 40.

This view of OTA is different from that
stated by Dr. Duncombe. He suggested that a
possible way to deal with the problems associ-
ated with poor regulations was for a third par-
ty, in this case OTA, to perform TAs that,
when given to Congress, would give Congress
the kind of accurate, credible, and unbiased
options that it needs to make policy decisions.
He said that OTA could also help sort out for
Congress, “. . . those areas in which regulation
may be required and those where market
forces are superior. ” He added, “That is
where looking down the road, I see the great
strength of OTA, helping in this way. ” H.R.
pps. 133, 139. The OTA was also seen as an in-
stitution that by stimulating TA activities could
improve the policy development process both
in Congress and in governmental agencies.
“One of the best consequences of having an
Office of Technology Assessment within the
Congress is that we in the Administration can
watch you go through the problems of setting
priorities on these issues. ” Dr. Stever, H.R. P.
14.

Differences in the Aims of Technology
Assessment Between the Public and

Private Sectors

The private sector and the Government
have substantial ly different  orientat ions
toward TA. The private sector is interested in
TA as an aid in competing in the marketplace,
for improving understanding of the future
business environment, and for producing op-
tions for the decision maker. The Government
sees TA as a better way to exercise its trustee-
ship, and to assist it in becoming more socially
responsible. In the Government there also is a
concern with understanding and trying to
anticipate future events so that the introduc-

tion of new technologies does not cause, in
terms of secondary impacts, too many positive
and negative surprises for society. With an in-
formed understanding through TA of what the
impacts are, the policy and decision makers in
the Government can better exercise their
responsibilities to the general public.

A difference in goals became apparent
when Chairman Brown asked Dr. Compton
how he reconciled the marketing role, which
is what is best for profitability, and the TA
role, which gives one a measurement of all the
energy, capital, environmental, and other im-
pacts. Dr. Compton replied that the value of
TA was that, “ . . . it presented the options to
the corporate management that has to make
decisions on how to best use its capital and
how to make the best profit on that capital. ”
Chairman Brown then asked if the Ford Com-
pany’s final criteria for action is always going
to be the best return on capital. Dr. Compton
responded, “The final criteria involve many
things obviously, There are considerations
such as corporate responsibility that are in
that equation; the re  a re  i s sues  such  as
customer loyalty that may be more important
over a long period of time than a gain in the
near term. There are many things that enter
into the corporate decision. But the technical
issues have to be presented as sound options.
The other factors then get built in during the
management assessment of these option s.”
H.R. p. 127.

Thus in the private sector while certain ele-
ments of TA may be agreed on and the work
may follow an objective scheme, that does not
necessarily mean that those options selected
will serve the interests of the general public.
Industry apparently looks to the Government
to provide the framework, and claims it cannot
accommodate externalities-those social costs
not generally included in the normal operation
of the market system—in the absence of
Government action. In order to survive in the
marketplace, industry will most likely decide
on an option that serves its best interests while
providing the most acceptable number of
trade-offs. Chairman Brown and Dr. Compton
discussed what could be done to encourage in-
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dustry to adopt a more socially responsible
course of action in its TAs, Chairman Brown
observed that this could benefit industry by
reducing the need for the role of Government.
Dr. Compton thought something could be
done along these lines as long as there was
some assurance, “, . . one’s competitors would
be doing the same, and if not that, there would
be no net disadvantage to you. ” H.R. p. 127.

Technology Assessment in Regulation

The extension of the TA concept to the
evaluation of potential regulatory needs and
options would undoubtedly benefit both the
regulatory process itself as well as govern-
mental  decision making,  This point  was
emphasized by both Drs.  Duncombe and
Galler.

Dr. Compton did not believe that TA itself
would lead to a reduction in the role of
Government as a regulator of the private sec-
tor, as Chairman Brown had implied in a
question to him. Dr. Compton said, “I would
hate to predict that as being a consequence of
TA, because it seems to me that the critical
issue here is what arc the incentives to accom -
mod ate these second - and third -order
benefits . . . the negative effect, Unless the in-
centives arc clearly defined and can be ap-
plied universally across the entire industry or
product, it is very hard for them to be accom-
modated, I think. I would hesitate to predict
that this would change the level of Govern-
ment involvement, but I would hope that it
would focus it, and make it such that we
would realize the implication to both the
public and to the private sector of a particular
involvement on the part of the Government. ”
He did think that it would be beneficial for the
Government to do a TA of its regulation, since
if that happened, “I believe that it would have
been recognized that there were insufficient
data to make some of those predictions (clean”
air amendments). ” H.R. p. 125.

Acquiring an International Perspective

The Government is  growing more in-
terested in TA as a result of a series of new

commitments and perspectives within vir-
tually every sector of American society. The
TA viewpoint is gradually growing in accept-
ance as the Government attempts to deal with
the increasingly complex national and interna-
tional technological issues. Governmental
policy development activities with respect to
technology require a general organizing con-
cept like TA, This is especially so as the inter-
relatedness of the world’s physical and social
environment is better understood. Dr. Stever
expressed this challenge as follows:

“- Our perspective of the global en-
vironment is changing to recognize the
complexity of nature’s ecology and the
human place in it,

— A worldwide commitment to bring
about a balance between population and
food supply is growing.

A rea l i za t ion  tha t  our  p r imary
reliance on fossil-fuel exploitation for
energy must be shifted to renewable
resources is increasing.

— Although not so strongly felt as the
pressure upon energy resources, a per-
cep t  ion  i s  g rowing  tha t  ma te r i a l
resources also must be wisely managed

— A recognition is emerging of t h e
necessity to make significant economic
and social adjustments in response to
questions of worldwide equity within a
feasible time.

— Underlying all of these is a realiza-
tion that our success in facing all the
challenges elicited by these new ou t -
looks depends on a vast growth in
human knowledge and its prudent ap-
placation, ” H.R. pps. 4-50

Technology assessment is being used in
Government and industry, and is affecting
decisionmaking. The aims of Government and
industry differ, which is reflected in their use
of TA. They both see TA however, as a fresh
way to probe and explore mutual interests.
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COMMUNICATION

Communication among the assessment team members; with potential users,
sponsors, and decision makers; and with affected parties in the public sector, is es-
sential for producing an effective TA as well as for its utilization in decisionmaking.
The TA process brings together people with a wide range of views, thus necessitat-
ing the creation of a high degree of communication. Decisionmaking and com-
munication among the interest groups involved should be improved by the TA
process as well as by its product,

Communication and Public Participation

From his perspective as the Presidential
Science Adviser and Chairman of the Federal
Council on Science and Technology, Dr.
Stever observed that  in Government in-
teragency activities, cooperation will enhance
comparability, evaluation, and integration of
TAs for the use of decision makers, He
pointed to the formation of the Interagency TA
Coordination panel as a step in the right direc-
tion, H.R. p. 7, The NSF RANN Utilization Ex-
perience Report on the Outer Continental
Shelf oil and gas TA, showed that this TA has
had a wide and far-reaching impact on in-
teragency and interbranch communication in
Government. 6

Based on his extensive TA experience, Dr.
Kash emphasized the importance of close
communication at each stage of the assessment
process because TAs: “. . . 1) are inherently in-
terdisciplinary. . . . 2) involve dealing with
people’s preferences or values, 3) are neither
scientific activities themselves nor are there
any demonstrably successful methodologies

6 Ibid., Miedema, A.
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available for carrying them out; and 4) special
efforts are required to insure that their find-
i n g s  a r e  u s e f u l l y  c o m m u n i c a t e d  t o
policymakers.” H.R. p. 194.

Improved Cooperation and
Understanding

There was agreement that both sectors
would be the beneficiaries of closer relation-
ships produced by better communication on
TA, Some saw this working together as a way
to reduce the tension and feelings of an adver-
sary relationship existing between the sectors.
Dr. Stephenson said, “In many TAs it is the
private sector that has the detailed information
on the technology, including marketing and
manufacturing, It has a great deal of the data,
and in many cases, will become the implemen-
tor of the technology being assessed. Thus, it is
essential that the private sector be closely in-
volved with the assessor and the Government
agencies that may be involved in the regula-
tion or funding of the technology.” H.R. p. 217.

Mr. Enzer saw two benefits that could
result from a closer relationship with respect
to cooperation on TA between Government



and industry: “First, they can share methods
and experiences. Second, they can assist each
other by serving as advisors to each other in
their respective assessments. The two-way
nature of these relationships is very important,
It is as crucial for Government to be involved
in industrial assessments, as it is for industry
to be involved in governmental assessments, if
we are to move closer to an even-handed view
of the consequences of change, A substantial
portion of the benefits sought from TA are
likely to result from the change in our institu-
tional approach to evaluating technology. The
change in approach will be enhanced by the
interdisciplinary aspects of the assessment. A
two-way relationship between Government
and industry in the assessment process will
provide those benefits in a most effective low-
key manner. ” H. Ft. p. 236.

In industry, TA is largely done to meet in-
ternal corporate planning and decision-maker
needs. Long-range planning may involve both
proprietary information and operational infor-
mation that, while being beneficial to decision
makers, management would not want released
to the public. Consequently, the results of TA
may not be widely publicized or made fully
available. In contrast, public funded TAs
should be fully and freely available. Dr.
Compton explained, “WC tend to look at
various aspects of issues: how they affect the
total labor market, how they affect the market-
ing and acceptance of our products and so
forth. When we do these internal assessments
we do not generally invite public participa-
tion. From the standpoint of assessments that
are being carried out in the public domain, as
arc OTA studies, I think it is appropriate that
the public be involved, but only at an ap-
propriate time. ” Z-Z. R. p. 126.

Mr. Davison focused on the benefits accru-
ing from closer interaction on TA between
both sectors, and on the need for a greater
assumption of social responsibility on the part
of the private sector. He stressed the degree to
which his cornpany, and presumably the other
forward-looking sectors of private enterprise
do take a sort of trusteeship responsibility
with regard to what they are doing.  He

remarked that the amount of effort that the
Phillips Petroleum Co, and others are apply-
ing to the societal and environmental aspects
" . . . is outspoken testimony to the emphasis
we are giving it. ” H.R. p. 71. Chairman Brown
observed that the role of OTA had been seen
by Mr. Davison as possibly making a bridge
between Government and industry both, “. . .
by improving the understanding on the part of
Government of the economic impacts of what
might be proposed, and possibly helping pri-
vate enterprise . . . to understand the impor-
tance of the trusteeship role. They need to con-
sider second- and third-order effects  on
human beings, which is a trusteeship func-
tion.” H.R.  p. 69.

Industry is ready for even closer coopera-
tion with Government on TA, Mr. Davison
thought that the first step in this process had
already been taken by OTA when it brought in
industry people to sit on and participate in
both its TA panels and its Advisory Council.
Commenting on the use of industry personnel
on OTA panels, Dr. Compton said, “. . . it
could be of mutual benefit to OTA and to in-
dustrial organizations such as Ford Motor
Company, if procedures existed whereby we
could more effectively provide an early input
into governmental studies, * * * Opportunities
to contribute our own findings and analyses
during OTA studies rather than the more
limited system of commenting on finished
reports ,  provides a healthier  cl imate for
Government-industry interaction. Recent ex-
perience along these lines in the OTA in its
durability assessment now underway,
demonstrated the value of early interaction. ”
H.R. pps. 120-121.

After it was pointed out to him by Mr. Dad-
dario that OTA panels, committees, and its
Advisory Council all have industrial mem-
bers, Dr. Compton replied that what he meant
was, “. . . stronger involvement of those com-
panies competent to comment on specific
issues is important. The involvement of ex-
perts is also important, but their views should
not be considered equivalent to corporate
evaluations, H.R. p. 123.
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When asked by Mr. Daddario why Ford did
not apply this same philosophy to its abstain-
ing from involvement in the study done for it
by JPL-CalTech, Dr. Compton responded that
he did not think this study was inferior
because Ford did not participate. He noted
that they had some difficulties with a few of
the conclusions, and were interested in some
of the new rnethodologies that had not been
used before; he added that what was impor-
tant was that the discussion should take place
at an early developmental stage of the study,
which should then lead to an agreement on the
general approach, and help prevent a confron-
tation on the results. So that while there might
be clear disagreements that would perhaps
never be completely resolved, airing them
before the study’s completion would be valua-
ble. H.R. p. 122.

Delivering Results

The process of delivering TA results is a
major communications enterprise often un-
derest imated by managers.  This is  t rue
whether sponsored by a governmental agency
or initiated by a private-sector organization. If
there are many parties-at-interest to be in-
formed about the TA, or who may have any in-
terest in the assessment, budgetary planning
for the use of anticipated delivery mechanisms
and requests should be included in the assess-
ment plan. Dr. Stephenson commented that an
important lesson learned from their successful
TA for Ford was that provision should be
made for post-report publication activities. “A
suggestion is that this post-report interaction
phase be recognized as an integral and legiti-
mate part of a TA, and that it be provided for
in both the plans and budget. ” H.R. p. 211.

Mechanisms for Delivery of TA Results

Mr. Enzer also commented on the necessity
for multidisciplinary teams and effective over-
sight and review panels. He stressed the domi-
nant role of objectivity as well as the need for
credibility in the funding organization. This
emphasis on objectivity and credibility is ex-

emplified in the JPL-CalTech study, ‘hShould
We Have a New Engine?” sponsored by the
Ford Motor Co.

Monsanto took a novel corporate approach
to the TA process. In order to obtain a widc-
range of views on its Cycle-Safe®container
TA, a series of symposia were scheduled. The
issues raised were incorporated and pub-
lished as part of the TA record. As a result of
its efforts, Monsanto received a wide variety
of inputs. Decision makers at all levels in
Government and industry became cognizant
that a major corporation was engaged in TA;
and those that had not been before went away
from the symposia aware and appreciative of
the TA process. The impact of Monsanto’s
efforts was far-reaching. This was borne out
by a survey of potential witnesses for these
hearings. The fact that Monsanto did a TA on
its Cycle-Safe® containers, and held symposia
in four cities to discuss the results, was widely
known and continually cited as one of the best
examples of the TA process in the private sec-
tor.

Training and Education

Technology assessment could be expanded
and advanced throughout all the sectors both
by improving the training in carrying out TAs
to make it more effective, and by increased
communication, Exchanges of personnel both
within and between governmental agencies,
industry, educational, contract, and research
organizations would also have a beneficial
effect.

Dr. Fisher noted that at DOI there had been
conversations on TA with both NSF and OTA,
that members of the Department were acting
on an NSF coordination panel and on detail to
OTA, and that the U.S. Geological Survey had
provided OTA with background material for
it mineral assessment of Federal lands. He
also remarked that staff people who have been
on detail to OTA return with many new skills
and much to offer the Department, and indi-
cated that these people will most likely assist
in some way in training, briefing, seminars,
and similar activities.
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Dr. Galler recommended steps that might
prove effective in an attempt to build up TA
expertise. “Two specific forms of technical aid
are categoric grants for personnel training,
and a Federally sponsored State or regional
environmental agent system, ” H.R. p. 99. At
present there appears to be little formal educa-
tion or training for TA anywhere in Govern-
ment, The level of training and education is
low. Actual engagement in the EIS and TA
processes is one way of raising it, According to
Mr. Pasternack, much of TA activity involves
building up the capability and the experience
of doing these kinds of studies. He noted that
because of the present capability and level of
experience it is now possible to do quick
assessments that as recently as a few years ago
would have taken 2 years, and that the state-
of-the-art has advanced considerably by hav-
ing people trained in considering secondary
and other impacts rather than only direct en-
vironmental and economic impacts. H.R. p. 91.

Role of Public Participation

In attempting to define what public should
be invited to participate in which assessment,
Dr. Kash noted, “An important point is that
there is not a single public. For each TA there
are specific interested publics. A TA is a
failure if the investigators do not identify those
publics. It is also a failure if those publics are
not an integral part of the research process, If
they are an integral part of the research proc-
ess, the people doing the TA have covered 90
percent of the distance necessary to dissemi-
nate their results. That is assessors can’t sepa-
rate their research from the people to whom
they will communicate their research. ” H.R. p.
204, (This includes users and parties-at-in-
terest.) He indicated that “since there is an up-
per limit on the number of persons that can be
included in an interdisciplinary research
team, limitation in terms of perspective, bias,
and knowledge cannot be completely over-
come. H.R. p. 195.

Since an assessment team may have an in-
stitutional bias, some of the mechanisms for
overcoming this are: public participation, ex-

ternal review panels, and having concerned
members of the public sit on advisory commit-
tees. Dr. Kash also proposed that reviewers
should include consultants, an advisory com-
mittee, and a broad range of persons chosen to
represent the interests and values that arc at
stake.

The mechanisms for public participation
may be diverse, and can include the following:
review of documents, interviewing, survey
participation, oversight, and participation in
the TA study, Expanding on this approach to
public participation Dr. Kash said, “I believe
that two routes are most fruitful, One is to in-
sure that a representative group of the in-
terested public be included on oversight or
review committees put together for each in-
dividual assessment. Second, the group doing
the research for the TA must view the in-
terested public as a major source of informa-
tion and data. This means that the research
group must seek information, counsel, and cri-
ticism from potentially interested parties at ev-
ery stage in the process. * * * [The pursuit of
information] . . . means that you get the in-
terested public to review and critique every
draft of the papers prepared in connection
with the TA. ” H.R. p. 204.

All of the Government witnesses spoke of
the diverse array of public inputs they utilized
in attempting to communicate with the public
about their TA and related activities. Efforts
arc made to bring developing points of view
into the decisionmaking process, whether in
the form of public hearings, review panels, or
oversight committees. This kind of public in-
volvement was not evidenced by the testimony
of industry witnesses, except in the case refer-
red to by Mr. Throdahl, in which Monsanto
sought public comments in its TA on the Cy-
cle-Safe ®containers.

Public Participation Efforts in Executive
Agencies

Witnesses from executive agencies noted
that attempts are being made to involve the
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public whether it be on committees, panels, or
in hearings. Dr. Stever observed that the TA
program at NSF has an oversight committee
with each assessment. “This arrangement is
designed to provide interaction with a set of
interested parties throughout the assessment
process, to increase sensitivity to the problems
at hand, and to alert the research team to po-
tential users and uses of the study findings.
One of the lessons wc have been learning is
that a balanced and active oversight committee
makes a major contribution to an effective
result. ” H.R. p. 10. Mr. Pasternack commented
that, “The regional meetings, whether hear-
ings or advisory committee meetings, are in-
valuable both to communicate to the people in
the region what we are doing, and to get infor-
mation from the affected areas. ” H.R. p. 92.

Public Participation Efforts in the Private
Sector

While the Government tends to emphasize
its public inputs, if public participation in the
private sector exists at all, it is carefully
delimited. The innovative series of symposia
held by the Monsanto Company in order to
communicate its TA work on a new plastic
container, was a notable example of obtaining
public involvement in the private sector. Such
public participation is minimal in other indus-
tries. Dr. Mueller said that at SDC, “Our inter-

nal TA program does not usually involve the
general  public direct ly,  however wc en-
c o u r a g e  o  u  r  T A M s  [ T e c h n i c a l  A r e a
Managers] and other technical specialists to
participate in professional societies, industry
associations, government study panels, and
similar activities that involve a broad cross-
section of opinion and consider technology
progress from the public point of view. ” H.R.
p. 191. He also commented “There is no ques-
tion in my mind that more and more of our usc
of our applications of new technology is going
to be influenced by the way the public feels
and expresses its concerns. ” H.R. p. 1 9 0 ,
While Mr. Teasley indicated that the public
was not involved in the TA process at Coca-
Cola, he did remark that, “We are, of course,
concerned with the impact of TA on the
public, and this impact is carefully examined.
Also,  outside special ists  arc engaged as
needed. However, no direct input from the
general public is solicited. ” H.R. p. 115.

Communication is essential for a TA’s suc-
cess. The effectiveness of an assessment de-
pends on facilitating the creative free-flow of
ideas among the team members, as well as
communicating with the ultimate users. There
are two primary requisites for a TA to be
useful: the first, is the professional compe-
tence of the assessing team; and the second is
complete and open communication among all
the concerned parties.
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There were many industrial sectors, State
and local governmental agencies, international
organizations, public interest groups, and
other institutions unable to part icipate in
OTA’s hearings to date. They are expected to
be heard from at future hearings dealing with
TA activities at which issues raised in this set
of hearings will continue to be examined. In
addition, OTA will want to follow-up on the
NSF survey of TA activities in the private sec-
tor. At these future hearings, communications.
and exchanges of  information should be
opened further, and cooperation improved
among governmental, industrial, academic,
and other sectors of U.S. society,

This was expressed by Chairman Brown in
his introductory remarks at the final day of the
hearings. “These hearings are part of an ongo-
ing process. Our interest in opening and
deve lop ing  communica t ion  be tween  the
public and private sectors will not conclude
with this particular series of hearings. This
record will be the first part of continuing
dialog that will take place on a regular cycle.
Thus the Board will hopefully get the most out
of those TA activities in which it is engaged. ”

Industries both in the United States and
abroad, in sectors such as paper, steel, phar-
maceuticals, real estate, mining, and the finan-
cial  world,  are dealing with related and

FUTURE HEARINGS

perhaps entirely different sets of issues and
problems from those industries that took part
in these hearings. By means of hearings and
other forums, OTA should be able to profit
from information about TA-related activities
in other parts of the world. Contributions by
foreign TA practitioners who would take part
in the discussions is also anticipated.

As TA is utilized to deal with problems
unique to each sector, new methodologies will
be developed, new approaches instituted, and
other techniques modified or changed. All
such activity is of interest and concern to
OTA. By examining the experiences of these
future witnesses, OTA and other parts of our
society, as a consequence of improved com-
munication on TA, will benefit by becoming
better informed, As this initial set of hearings
brought out, there is an urgent need for more
such information and communication on TA,
as well as for discussion among those in
Government and industry—producers and
users alike—about TA and related activities,
Through the medium of future hearings OTA
will enhance this learning experience, and at
the same time help fill the needs of Govern-
ment, its contractors, and industry for more in-
formation on the policy development process
of TA.
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